
October 2016 

Daily 
23 October  

The cIRCUS TENT  

13:00 Nachtmuziek 
14:45 Le Tron-Laloy 
16:45 Zlabya 
18:30 Closing ceremony  

Mirror Stage  
13:45 Christopher and Alain 
14:45 Everything possible 
16:00 Silent Disco: DJ Wouko and 
Suzanne 
17:30 Onno and Noemi 
18:30 Jam session 

cadansa t-shirts- one time promotion  
It is the fifth edition of CaDansa. We celebrate that by 
reprinting the shirts of previous editions. We know 
you like to have all of our wonderful CaTshirts, and 
some of you might miss one or two. But do not panic! 
We made sure you can still order them 
all at the merch stand 
on the laptop. 

  

Ladies and gentleman, it is the last day of our Cadansa circus already. We have 
to say goodbye today, but we will see each other again soon.. somewhere at the 
many fantastic festivals in Europe! Enjoy the last day at our festival.  

Themed dressing  
We were very amazed by all the nice 
outfits yesterday! It was a great homage 
to the deco team. It turns out that the deco 
team was inspired to decorate themselves 
as well. It is to be expected they stood out 
in efforts, originality and elegance. 
No one can beat the deco team, so they 
win the themed dress contest!  
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                                     rumours and quotes …All the men seem to be taken. By whom do you ask? Well some lucky girl found 50 men to kiss, they all 

walk around with red lipstick marks on different places… 
…At the school they installed a hopscotch course for people who forget to check in or out, if you don’t 

finish you won’t get back in… 
…They say the carpool lists are filling up quickly, so make sure you get 

there in time and hug each other as payment… …Louise has amazing aim throwing a rubber ducky… …Cleaning can definitely be combined with looking stunning!  
…Dancers were singing during Nachtmuziek “voulez vous Bourree avec 

moi…”  

Silent Disco  
The not so silent disco had a great 
variety of music. Wouko wondered 
what type of music is the most 
popular. It seems like people just liked 
the random part of the music during 
the Silent Disco!  

Nubia CD   
Nubia performed at the open stage on Friday. In 
February 2017 their first album will be released. If 
you enjoyed the silences after their songs, you can 
now join Nubia crowdfunding with the possibility 
to pre-order the album or host a Nubia concert in 
your living room. For more info see 
facebook.com/nubiafolk 






